
Canada is Knoxx Knoxx knocking on it do’  
But with all this Detroit music 
You will never wanna go 
Here are some examples of that Detroit Flow 
Eminem, Big Sean, Motown, Techno 
Detroit be making stars, making music 
Making money, getting to it 
Don’t be fooled by what they say on the media 
That’s an illusion 
What you really need to worry about is all the exclusion 
Before Detroit fuck around with another revolution 
News call it a riot though 
You fed they lion too much now you gone watch it grow 
Disrupt a veteran’s party? Now you should have known 
Acting shocked but you stabbed that fork in that socket 
Now watch electricity overflow 
Motor City on a roll 
Bulldozing black neighborhoods 
You call it Urban Renewal 
We know its downright refusal 
It seems like black people can’t be great  
Without a stamp of approval 
From these white people in the city 
Voting in their committee 
These people will abandon a whole block with no pity 
Forgetting black people made Detroit That City 
Forgetting black people made Detroit so pretty 
They Looking down on the people that made Detroit survive 
Looking down on the people that kept Detroit alive 
You say “Detroit is this” No 
“Detroit is that” Woah 
Detroit the only city can’t continue to grow 
Jamon Jordon will tell you everything you need to know 
Because Detroitains just like pigeons 
Rep they city fasho 
In its entirety 
Accepting all different types of people nationality 
Chinatown, Greektown 
Celebration all around 
Celebrating Diversity 
Working together cuz difference don’t mean adversity  
Making it better for you don’t mean it’s Worse for me 
That’s how it’s post to be 
But they don’t wanna keep us together 



We stand strong in the weather 
Being divided make us foolish but together we better 
So they made rules for us to separate 
Spreading rumors to spread the hate 
Go over to 8 mile and you can see the gate 
That little cement wall holds a lot of weight 
Allow me to elaborate 
White people made a fuss 
Didn’t want black people as their neighbors 
So in a meeting they had to discuss 
How to separate the “good” from the “bad”  
And that's when the walls came up 
The wall is small but if it kept us separate then it was tall enough 
That’s what you see today 
A symbol of racism to keep POC away 
So if I hear you call 1967 a riot 
Hit you with a quick left, I’ma mess up your diet 
Cuz this knuckle sandwich will make you gain weight  
Maybe that bump on your lip will remind you to keep ya facts straight  
 


